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Neptronic Welcomes Northeast HVAC Solutions –
New Agent in New York
Montreal, Canada | July 26, 2018 – Neptronic is delighted to announce the recent addition of Northeast
HVAC Solutions to the Neptronic family, as the new agent for the Upstate New York corridor market. We
are looking forward to fostering a lasting and mutually successful relationship with Northeast HVAC and
to benefiting from their 80 years in the business.

“We are very excited about representing Neptronic -- the technology, the products and the people
are what makes Neptronic an industry leader. We are grateful for this mutually beneficial
partnership.”
Donald F. Ferguson, President
Northeast HVAC Solutions, Inc.
Founded in 1938 by Mr. Franklin R. Foote, the F.R. Foote Co., Inc. became Northeast HVAC Solutions in
2009 to better represent their continued expansion and diversification.
Representing such pillars in the industry as Loren Cook and Marley Cooling Tower Co., Northeast HVAC
Solutions, Inc. continues to grow. The 2014 acquisition of Alla Company doubled its then-size and the
steadfast partnerships with the Marley line and manufacturers such as Armstrong Fluid Technologies
granted representation of the entire Central New York region.
As of January 1st, 2018 Northeast HVAC Solutions, Inc. and Slater Equipment Company merged
under the name Northeast HVAC Solutions, Inc. This merger of two strong, highly compatible
companies allows for better services, increased product offerings, and enhanced support to the
company’s valuable customers.

About Neptronic
Founded in 1976, Neptronic is a private corporation that designs, manufactures and distributes products
for the HVAC industry. The Neptronic product line includes intelligent controllers, electronic actuators,
actuated valves, humidifiers and electric duct heaters.
Products are designed and manufactured by over 200 dedicated employees in an 80,000 ft2 (7,500 m2)
state-of-the-art facility located in Montreal, Canada. Using a vertically integrated plant model, all R&D and
manufacturing capabilities are located under one roof; from software and hardware development, to SMT
circuit board assembly, to sheet metal fabrication, to product testing.
Neptronic is committed to research and development, provides innovative products and technologies and
exports over 75% of its sales through an exclusive distribution network for the HVAC industry worldwide
For more information visit the Neptronic website at neptronic.com
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